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MESSAGE

I am happy to learn that Mumbai Protector Magazine has completed 

it’s 6th years of immense service of stimulating the people on the is-

sues of safety and security.

Police is that person hom the common man nds is most appropriate 

and approachable henever there is any crisis or dif culty. hey are 

the most accessible, interactive and dynamic organisation of any soci-

ety. With such a vital responsibility in propelling the nation forward, 

maintaining peace and providing security to its citizens has become 

even more crucial by the day, especially in times such as these. And 

while the Mumbai police has been doing an excellent job, citizens need 

to do their part too by co-operating with them.

he Protector magazine has provided a uni ue platform for interac-

tion to the police as well as for the people. It is creating awareness 

amongst people to ght against most sensitive issues li e terrorism. I 

am glad to note that it has succeeded in facilitating police public con-

nect, an essential feature re uired for maintaining law and order in a 

metropolis as large and complex as Mumbai.

I appreciate police for their great job to maintain peace and harmony 

in the state and developing con dence in the common man for them.

I extend my best wishes to the team New Media for their efforts to 

bring out the Protector Magazine which is connecting the society with 

Police Department.

(Devendra Fadnavis)
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Dear Readers,

New Year Greetings to the readers of the Protector! Wish you all a 
peaceful, productive and a secure year. I take pleasure in congratulat-
ing New Media on the 6th Anniversary of its publication- The Mumbai 
Protector which has in the course of its journey emerged as one of the 
most effective platform of connecting cops with the community. I must 
say that every police initiative has found an expression in the magazine 
which strongly believes in the concept of police – public bonding as 
an essential ingredient for ensuring peace and harmony in the society. 
The magazine has been the voice to a number of hard working of cers 
and their brave deeds and achievements have been highlighted in the 
magazine.

In my opinion, as responsible citizens of the country and state  we must 
resolve through the year to work towards making our society a safer 
and secure place to live in. I sincerely hope and wish  that Maharashtra 
Police will be able to deliver to the society and achieve its goal of a safer 
and more secure society and live up to the expectations of the people.

 We all know there is a gap between the number of police personnel 
required to the actual number of police force on the duty, hence it is not 
possible for them to be physically available everywhere. It is important 
therefore that we familiarise and acquaint ourselves with the communi-
ties in the areas we serve.  Such interactions put people at ease and less 
intimidated with the police. It boosts their con dence and assists the 
police in crime detection too. 

Protector magazine has served to be an essential vehicle consistently 
working towards improving Police- Community relationship by high-
lighting the initiatives of the Maharashtra Police towards a safe and  
secure society.

On the occasion of the 6th anniversary of The Mumbai Protector, I  
request all its readers which includes decision makers in the law  
enforcing agencies as well as corporate leaders to extend the magazine 
their whole hearted support to make all its future endeavours a grand  
success.

Best Wishes

Pravin Dixit 

From the Desk of

Pravin Dixit

Director General of Police - Maharashtra
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What are the various 

initiatives that you have 

undertaken after assuming the 

charge as DGP of Maharashtra?

We have embarked upon several 

initiatives since I took over as 

DGP (Maharashtra). The most im-

portant initiative according to me 

was to make the police adminis-

tration people friendly. We there-

fore launched the scheme called 

Police Mitra in which more than 

1.5 lakh people from various po-

lice stations are actively involved. 

They assist in policing duties. 

For example, we witness several 

deaths on the railway tracks ev-

ery day, Police Mitra standing 

on the both the sides of the tracks 

at various spots and Mumbai  

Suburban areas come to aid when 

such incidents occur. The other  

init iative 

that we have 

been aggres-

sively pursuing is 

the awareness campaign 

on safety and security among 

women, children, senior citizens 

and the other sections of the  

society.

Petty crimes like chain snatch-

ing, cheating impact the minds 

of people and create fear in them. 

Through these awareness drives 

we guide the citizens about the 

precautions that they must take. 

People in large numbers are  

volunteering to educate the  

masses and convincing them 

that these 

precautions 

are for your 

safety and security. 

About 1.5 lakh peo-

ple are actively engaged 

in patrolling along with the 

police. We hold regular meet-

ings with the various sections of 

the society like scheduled caste,  

Making Police 
Administration People 

Friendly is a Priority
Pravin Dixit, DGP Maharashtra

techniques in crime investigation and forensic tools 
and above all improving police public connect 

have been his priorities ever since Pravin 
i it an P  of cer of  batch too  

charge as DGP Maharashtra. 
In an interview with Jyoti 

Patha  Pravin Di it  DGP 
(Maharashtra) discusses 

the status of various 
initiatives in his 

tenure. Read 
on…
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scheduled tribes, women and  

disabled. In these interac-

tions we try to understand 

their problems and how  

police should respond to these 

problems according to them.

All these activities are generating 

a lot enthusiasm. Local represen-

tatives of people like corporators, 

MLA’s, MP’s, have regular inter-

action with various federations, 

taxi drivers, auto business own-

ers, for the safety and security  

of tourists.

How has been the response?

Response has been very 

encouraging and enthusiastic. 

Railway Minister was also very 

appreciative of the efforts since 

the initiative was for the people 

and by the people.

Are you training people who 

are actively engaged in Police  

Mitra?

Yes, we train them too. But on their 

own people are so enthusiastic 

that they have launched number 

of videos and audio clips. They 

are doing number of skits. I t is 

a continuous process right from 

Gadchiroli to Sindhudurgh, and 

from one end to the other end of 

the state. 

You have always taken some very 

bold steps during your tenure in 

Anti Corruption Bureau.

There is nothing special about it, 

its part of my duty.

Any special strategy to tackle 

ISIS?

Yes, I am sure all of us are aware 

of the videos that are being  

circulated and shown on electron-

ic media. Thousands of Muslims 

have come forward in protest of 

ISIS. They are regularly address-

ing youngsters particularly young 

boys and girls from colleges 

cautioning them about ISIS. We  

organized several meetings with 

the mullah’s and maulana’s, from 

Malegaon, Bhiwandi, Chiplun, 

Usmanabad, and all over Maha-

rashtra. So many meetings and 

photographs in order to strength-

en solidarity. And it has been very 

effective. The community both 

Muslims and Non – Muslims 

are convinced with the efforts of 

the police towards ght against  

terrorism. The Mullah’s, and 

Maulvi’s are joining hands with 

police to defeat the game of terror.

We have made a lot of progress 

on digitization front and are 

completely now on the CCTNS, 

the new project which has been 

started by the government of  

India, and has been implemented 

effectively in Maharashtra. So 

now all police stations register FIR 

digitally. We have also advised 

to make videos of statements, 

panchnamas, witnesses, so that the 

rate of conviction improves. And 

it has improved considerably from  

earlier 8% to 9% to 32%.

What are the developments on 

the cyber crime front? 

Awareness about cyber crimes 

is of utmost importance. We are 

trying to create awareness among 

college students and for that we 

have the support of cyber experts. 

They talk to the students and 

conduct courses on cyber crime.

There are several video clips on 

cybercrime and audio clips that 

are aired on radio so that people 

are informed about cyber crime. 

Financial crimes like cheating 

through ATM frauds have 

grown so awareness campaign is  

going on.

This year Protector magazine is 

celebrating its 6th Anniversary 

how has it fared?

The magazine is doing a good 

service by highlighting the good 

work done by the police not just 

in Maharashtra but in other states 

too. My congratulations to the 

team of Protector, continue with 

your good work! 
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It s rare to nd somebody 

li e uaiser halid  

ddl. P  Mumbai who 

uggles so effortlessly into 

so many roles which are 

so diametrically opposite 

in nature. hile ful lling 

his duties as the  top cop in 

Mumbai he also pursues 

his passion for poetry 

with as much dedication 

and has managed to win 

as much appreciation 

and accolades. e has 

authored three boo s of 

poetry  of  which hawoore 

sr  was awarded the 

Maharashtra tate rdu 

ahitya cademy ward 

in .  positive 

person he lays emphasis 

on strong values  he 

believes success without 

a strong foundation of 

values is tasteless if not 

worthless.

An Accomplished Cop & 

A Passionate Poet 

Interview
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Quaiser Khalid, Addl. CP -  

Mumbai in a conversa-

tion with Jyoti Pathak  

discusses about policing and 

his passionate pursuit of  

literature….An Excerpt….  

and an acclaimed poet too, how 

easy is it to move from one role 

to another, considering that each 

role is so distinct.

Poetry and for that  

matter, most of the art forms are  

stories of human relations with  

people, places, objects or self. The  

experiences, perceptions, takes,  
feelings and outlook of the artist get  

re ected through these  

stories. Police is a unique service 

where we interact with people 

day in and day out. It offers an 

unadulterated and unmatched 

peek into people’s lives, aspi-

rations, desires, perceptions,  

feelings, dreams, failures, pains 

and pleasures. A perceptive mind 

gets ideas from these stories. 

While you are in the process of  

handling the issue, the subcon-

scious mind picks up ideas and 

weaves it into poetry. That is how I  

create mine. This helps you to  

enjoy your work as well as  

passion.

you must put down your literary 

thoughts in a book?

I have been writing since student 

days and reciting the composi-

tions to friends. However in the 

last ve years, many friends and 

well wishers encouraged me to 

recite it publicly. Gradually, the 

public appreciation and critical 

acclaim both in India and abroad, 

helped me to move towards 

publication of the books,  

“Shawoore Asr (The Conscious-

ness of Times) in 2014 and 

“Dashte Jaa’n (The Wilderness 

of Existence) in 2016. However 

way back in 2004 I had edited 

and got published the poetry of 

the famous Urdu poet Syed Ali 

Mohamed Shaad Azeemabadi 

which is now prescribed in the 

post graduate courses of many 

universities.

All of us have some inspiration-

al or guiding force in our lives 

who propel us to achieve, who 

would be that person or maybe 

persons in your life? 

I had the good fortune of spend-

ing considerable time with Prof. 

Anjum Fatmi, former University 

Professor of Urdu at Magadh 

University, Bodh Gaya who  

encouraged me a lot in this direc-

tion. My wife Summana Ahmed, 

noted writer (writer of famous 

plays Ek Mulaqat & Gardish 
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Mein Tare) was a constant source 

of inspiration. A number of  

critics, who gave constructive 

suggestions, were of great help. 

However the basic inspiration 

comes from within to write and 

share.

Your work has been acknowl-

edged and much appreciated. 

Tell us more about your literary 

work...

I have three published books 

to my credit, as mentioned 

previously. It’s excerpts and  

portions have been published and  

commented upon internationally 

and featured on web sites. We 

also organize a number of inter-

national poetry festivals, sympo-

siums, seminars, literary meets, 

book fairs etc in Mumbai, Delhi 

and other cities. We also provide 

platform to upcoming authors to 

present their work. In addition to 

this I deliver public speeches on 

literary subjects, many of which 

are available on you tube.

On any day when and how do 

you feel inspired to write, in 

short how does it happen?

For me the basic inspiration must 

come from within. The events 

happening around us, the people 

that I meet, the stories that they 

tell, the thoughts that I come 

across, the visuals that I see, the 

dreams that I have, the experi-

ences that I undergo, any of these 

may act as inspiration. I note 

down the thought that has come 

across and in my free time, re ect 

on them which helps crystallize 

the thought into couplet and the 

process goes on.

We have been privileged to read 

your shayaris on social media, 

please quote a few in the interest 

of the readers of Protector…

A few couplets:

Chup ke seene mei’n ek aag si to 

rahe,

Shahre jaa’n mei’n kahi’n raushni 

to rahe,

Yeh hai daure-hawas( age of  

excess desires) lekin aisa bhi kiya,

Aadmi kam se kam Aadmi to 

rahe.

Aayeena hu’n ke mei’n patthar 

hu’n yeh kab pooche hai,
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Zeest( life) mujh se mere hone the 

sabab( reason) pooche hai

Har koyee apni tagh-o-dau (strug-

gle) mei’n hai masroof(busy) 

yaha’n,

Kaun ab kiski udaasee ka 

sabab(reason) pooche hai.

Coming back to your prima-

ry job what are some of the  

initiatives of the recent times of 

Mumbai Police?

Currently, I am looking after the 

armed police branch of the city 

police which is a 14000 strong 

force of Mumbai police. Recently, 

we have introduced a software 

based human resource manage-

ment system for our people which 

will help in proper rotation of 

duty, leave management, train-

ing and deployment and timely 

grievance redressal. We have 

also introduced technology based  

solution to police recruitment,  

introducing chip based and cam-

era backed running test which 

will help to measure the exact 

time of running of the candidates. 

We have done health check up of 

all personnel above forty years of 

age. The canteen and stores facil-

ity has been tripled. The absen-

teeism has been checked through 

new monitoring system. A  

number of new training modules 

have been introduced.

Elaborate on some of the  

major policing issues of the city 

of Mumbai?

Mumbai is not only a metropo-

lis but also a microcosm of the 

country. Hence speedy delivery 

of services is our basic challenge 

especially to the underprivileged 

and weaker sections. The inclu-

sion of all sections in the national 

mainstream continues to be a 

challenge. The issues of social 

discord, traf c management,  

organized crime and cordial  

relations with public are other  

areas of importance.

What are some of the milestones 

of your policing career?

I have served in a variety of  

challenges starting from law and 

order policing, crime control to 

anti-Naxal operations, district 

policing, coastal and railway  

security management, armed 

police battalions command,  

raising of new battalion, mega 

city policing, traf c manage-

ment and massive human  

resource management. But 

anti- naxal, anti sea pirate  

operations and mega city polic-

ing have been quite challenging  

assignments. I was also 

awarded the Vriksha Mitra 

award by the government for  

environment protection. 

You are also an active social 

worker what are some of the 

activities that you have been  

involved in?

I have been actively involved 

in career counseling of students 

especially after 12th standard 

and graduation. Civil service 

preparation, public speaking 

and strategies for general suc-

cess have been other areas of 

my interest. I have delivered 

speeches at TISS and College 

of Law- University of Mum-

bai. Countering social evils 

like drugs, issues like women 

empowerment, community 

policing have been my other  

areas of work. 

You are busy in diverse  

activities, how do you achieve the  

balance?

I focus on the positive and reject 

the negativity. My motto is to do 

my part and not to expect returns. 

Professionally, I have believed 

in team play, making people  

capable and delegation of power 

and responsibility. I believe that 

senior of cers should mentor the 

subordinate of cers. It will create 

a capable team and would allow 

time to focus on important issues 

and priorities.

What would be your message to 

the younger generation on life 

and career?

Let us learn the art to achieve 

a better way to the way things 

are being done currently. You 

surely are much more capable 

and talented to achieve these 

goals. However success without 

a strong foundation of values is 

tasteless if not worthless. 
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Updates

Police in News
By Jyoti Pathak

Hemant Nagrale takes over as Commissioner of 
Police - Navi Mumbai 
Hemant Nagrale, a 198  batch IPS of cer took over charge as 

commissioner of police, Navi Mumbai from top cop Prabhat 

Ranjan.Meanwhile Ranjan has been promoted and posted as 

Director General (Legal & Technical). Prior to this posting 

Nagrale was posted as the chief vigilance of cer at MHADA. 

While continuing with his regular policing work, Nagrale 

intends to open undetected cases. “I will be proactive and try to 

reach out to the citizens for the purpose of law and order. I am 

also thinking of regularly visiting various areas in the two police 

zones and directly interact with people to hear their issues. We 

may also appoint several police mitras’ (friends of police) so 

as to reach out to people. We may even start a special squad in 

the crime branch that will investigate undetected cases to bring 

criminals to justice, said Nagrale in his rst media brie ng after taking charge. The new commissioner 

of police has served in CBI, SID and investigated several high pro le cases in 28 years of policing career. 

He is a sports enthusiast and also a black belt in judo.

Atul Chandra Kulkarni took over as new 

chief of Maharashtra ATS. Kulkarni, a 

1990 batch IPS of cer served as Joint 

Commissioner of Police (Crime) prior to 

this. He replaces Vivek Phansalkar  who 

has been transferred to the Anti Corruption 

Bureau (ACB). During his tenure the crime 

branch detected several cases of murder and 

robbery. He started his career as additional 

SP. Nanded district and worked in Jalgaon, 

Buldhana, Nagpur (anti naxalite operations), 

Bhandara and in Kosvo for U.N. Mission 

and other challenging assignments.

Maharashtra ATS gets new ATS Chief
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A grand turnout of public marked 

the season nale of Happy Streets 

at the one km stretch of Mini 

Seashore Road at Navi Mumbai. 

“I am fascinated to see the sea 

of humanity. Happy Streets has 

provided a platform to thousands 

of people to participate in the 

activities of their choice and 

beat the lethargy associated 

with Sunday mornings. I would 

love to come back here and 

play games and interact with 

people,  said Navi Mumbai 

commissioner of police, who 

played pickball. Happy Streets is 

an initiative of city traf c police, 

NMMC, sponsored by Prajapati 

Developers and supported by The 

Times of India group. The event 

was appreciated by Avinash Lad, 

Deputy Mayor, others present 

at the event were deputy police 

commissioner(traf c) - Arvind 

Salve and additional municipal 

commissioner Ankush Chavan. 

Other than Zumba where people 

of all age groups sweat it out, slow 

cycling event and Medical Health 

camp especially for diabetes 

drew a very positive response. 

Patanjali Yoga as always was a 

huge draw. “Look forward to the 

next season  was the chant of the 

crowd present.

Kiran Bedi Appointed 
Lt. Governor of  
Puducherry

Former IPS  

of cer and BJP 

leader Kiran Bedi 

took over charge 

as Lieutenant 

Governor of 

Puducherry a 

post that was 

vacant for the 

past two years. 

The Union 

Territory was under the additional charge of 

Lt.Governor of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

Kiran Bedi is the rst woman IPS of cer of 

the country. She retired as DG- BPRD after 

serving for nearly 35 years in Police service. 

Overwhelmed with her appointment Bedi said 

“I look forward to give every bit of myself to the 

responsibility. I am here for the bene t of the 

country. I ow with time. I am here to give my 

best each day, every day. I am grateful for the  

government’s decision. They trusted me.

Happy Streets Season Finale a Grand Event

Vivek Phansalkar 
takes over charge as 
ADGP –ACB

A 1989 batch IPS of cer Vivek.V. Phansalkar 
posted as ADGP – ATS has now taken charge 
as ADGP (ACB). He started his career with his 

rst posting as Addl.SP in the Akola district. 
He served as a part of the International Police 
Task Force, the UN mission to Bosnia where he 
was awarded medals for international service. 
He is recipient of President’s Police Medal for 
meritorious service and has many milestones in 
his outstanding career. 
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Constable Rafiq Shaikh Scales Mount Everest

Archana 
Ramasundaram 
Becomes First Woman 
DG – SSB

A 1980 batch Tamil Nadu cadre IPS of cer 
Archana Ramasundaram became the rst 
woman police of cer to be appointed as the 
director general of Sahastra Seema Bal(SSB) 
a central police force that guards country’s 
border which is deployed along India’s border 
with Nepal and Bhutan.Prior to this she was 
posted as the director of National Crime Record 
Bureau.

It was a matter of immense pride for Maharashtra 

police and Mumbaiikars when constable Ra q 

Shaikh (31) of Aurangabad rural police, scaled 

Mount Everest and hoisted the Indian ag and 

Maharashtra Police ag at the mountains .After 

two failed attempts he nally made it, proving 

once again that we can achieve only if we have a 

dream! He is the rst policeman from Maharashtra 

to have achieved this fete and so it was actually 

a historical achievement. Shaikh always aspired 

to be a mountaineer and had completed his 

basic and advance rescue operations training in 

mountaineering when he made his rst attempt. 

He has also scaled other peaks of Himalaya 

like the Sitidhar, Tamit, Dhauladhar and 

Kanchenjunga among others. As the news spread 

of his achievement there was a huge celebration 

in Aurangabad police and his family. Devendra 

Fadnavis -chief minister of Maharashtra was also 

very upbeat about it and tweeted about the proud 

moment for the Maharashtra police. Aurangabad 

police commissioner too acknowledged his 

achievement and congratulated him for his 

determination and dedication to reach his goal 

and inspiring the force!

Daily Drives Against 
Drunk Driving
The drunk driving cases in Navi Mumbai in the 

month of May have seen alarming rise as compared 

to gures last year in the same month. Hemant 

Nagrale, commissioner of police has taken a seri-

ous view of the situation and ordered for a stricter 

drive against drunk driving. The department has 

chalked out a plan whereby the surprise checks in 

pubs and bars will not be just conducted during 

nights but in the evenings too. The result has been  

very encouraging.
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In the last ve years the traf c police have collect-

ed over 109 crores in nes from 9  lakh offenders 

which has been deposited in the state government’s 

accounts. Parking in no parking zones regis-

tered most offenders, about 25 lakh cases and ne  

collected was around 23 crores.Eighty thousand drunk  

driving cases were registered and around 18 crores 

were collected in nes. Around 13 lakh bikers were 

caught riding without a helmet and nearly 11 crores 

were collected in ne. Over 14 lakh motorists and 

bikers were ned for jumping signals and over 11 

crores were collected in nes. “We all know traf c 

rules but do not follow them. Accidents occur when 

traf c violations are done by motorists in a hurry to 

reach their destination. This can be avoided if we 

decide to be on time and decide our schedule in ad-

vance , said Milind Bharambe, joint commissioner of 

police (traf c). In order that people respect and abide 

by law, a government resolution (GR) was issued 

on December 31,2015 to carry out special drives to 

control traf c violations. Experts recommend more  

stringent actions. 

Online Registration of 
Lost Vehicles

In view of the increasing incidents of stolen  
vehicles the Thane police commissionerate have 
launched a new website www.vahanchoritakrar.
com for online registration of stolen vehicles on 
the website. To lodge the complaint one has to 
register yourself and feed all the details of the lost 
vehicle. The launch of the website is a big relief 
for the citizens since it reduces their stress to some 
extent. The complainant has to report the area in 
which he has lost the vehicle and he will receive a  
message on his mobile phone from the police sta-
tion where the vehicle was lost.  With the launch 
of this website the task of locating the lost vehicle 

is simpli ed for the police too.

Meritorious  
Students Felicitated by 
Thane Police
The Thane police in a rare gesture felicitated mer-

itorious students who completed their 10th std  

examinations with distinction. Such meritorious 

students who reside in Thane City police jurisdic-

tion and performed brilliantly were recognized 

by the city police. A celebratory function was 

organized at Thane. The students were congratu-

lated with a trophy and a bouquet. Senior police 

of cers of Thane city attended the event. It was 

a rst of its kind of initiative by the Thane police 

and it was much appreciated by the citizens. The 

respect for police as protectors of the city was  

elevated in the eyes of the citizens. 

Over 109 Crores Collected in Fines by  
Traffic Police
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REST ASSURED, BECAUSE
YOUR INVESTMENTS ARE
IN EXPERT HANDS. 
Invest in mutual funds and let experienced fund managers 
handle your hard earned money. 

An investor education initiative

Speak to your investment advisor or visit www.dspblackrock.com/start

s and let experienced fund managers
rned money.

Invest in mutu
handle your

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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 KHAKI 

Justice, liberty, equality and  

fraternity are some of his goals. His 

goals are huge and he takes turns 

at his short term goals like build-

ing infrastructure for preven-

tive detection while monitoring  

effective detection of crimes in his 

jurisdiction. 

Gavas shares a good rapport 

with complainants, listening to 

their problems and solving them. 

As a result, his reputation with  

common people has been growing 

by the day. He joined as Assistant 

Police Inspector of Anti Human 

Traf cking Wing (AHTC). API 

Sachin Rajaram Gavas, was 

picked up from among the few 

Thane rural police of cials for 

the Director General of Police’s 

Insignia for meritorious service. 

250 police personnel from the 

state have been selected for the  

prestigious award.

Assistant police inspector Sachin Gavas who 

heads the Anti uman raf c ing wing of 

the hane (Rural) police is amongst the few 

policemen who have been handpic ed for 

the Director General of Police s Insignia for 

meritorious service this year.

Super Cop
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by Mohit Naik

No Bollywood ick could boost 

one’s enthusiasm for being a 

cop than yesteryear lms like 

Zanjeer or the lm of our times, 

‘Singham,’ which have embedded 

a dare-devil cop’s image in one’s 

mind-set. API Gavas not only 

performs his duty with due 

diligence but has been active  

socially. When attached to AHTC 

Thane (Rural), he launched an 

operation named ‘Operation 

Smile’. He was appreciated for his 

dedication and the commitment 

he had shown in tracing the 

missing children under his  

jurisdiction. Soon after the  

success of ‘Operation Smile’ 

(Muskan), Gavas started the  

second edition with a set target. 

Gavas joined the Maharashtra 

police force as a sub-inspector 

in 1998, and thereafter served 

at various police stations in 

Mumbai before he signed-in with 

the Thane (Rural) police in 2008. 

At Thane (Rural) he is attached 

to the local crime and social  

service branch. Apart from  

bagging awards for best detection, 

Gavas is the proud recipient 

of the-‘Sword of Honour’ for  

being the best trainee amongst 

293 cadets at Nashik’s Police 

Training Academy in 1997.

Interacting with Protector 

magazine, API Gavas said, 

“Wearing the medal will be a 

proud moment for me. I am 

grateful to my seniors, especially, 

SP-Rajesh Pradhan and our 

Deputy Superintendent of 

police Suhas Bawche and his 

predecessors for their guidance 

and support.” 

Sub Divisional Police of cer 

(SDPO) Suhas Bawche said, 

“Gavas is one of our best of cers. 

He is known for his detection 

skills and extensive informer 

network in the region. I heartily 

congratulate him for his success 

and hope he will keep his duty 

on the top.” 

“Sachin sir is best known for his 

detection skill in crime. We are 

glad to work under him as we can 

learn leadership qualities from 

him. We congratulate him for 

his success,” said a police of cial 

attached to Thane Rural Police 

station. 

The of cers receive the  

medal on the occasion of Maha-

rashtra Day on May 01. The DG 

Insignia is awarded to policemen 

with a clean record for outstand-

ing contribution to the force for 

more than 15 years along. 
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he atmosphere was lled with sentiments and emotions as  police personnel   that 
included  constables   of cers retired  moving from one fruitful phase of their 
lives to another. he occasion was conducted in the presence of hane ommissioner 
of Police  Parambir Singh and Joint ommissioner of Police Ashutosh Dumbre.

An Emotional Farewell…….
Mohit Naik
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Citizens Launched
to Safeguard

App

Social media today is one of 

the most popular ways in use 

to interact with a large number 

of people belonging to any 

age group, sector etc. With 

introduction of applications 

that enable purchase of life style 

products with a touch of phone 

screen, understanding the growth 

and importance of technology has 

become pertinent. Recognizing 

the growing importance of social 

media in common man’s life the 

police department are also taking 

to social media to help people. 

The twin city of Mira Bhayandar 

which comes under the 

jurisdiction of Thane Rural 

Police, recently introduced a new 

app that will help them to feel 

safe all round the clock. Mira-

Bhayander police have pioneered 

in developing an android-based 

application that will make you 

feel safer than earlier. Unlike the 

usual SOS (save our soul)message 

to ‘100’ at the Police Control room 

that mostly treated our calls 

unattended, this application will 

immediately send your location 

to the Mira-Bhayander police’s 

control room and you will receive 

a call back in few seconds.

The idea of developing an 

application that will send an SOS 

in the time of crisis was mooted 

by Rajesh Pradhan, Thane  

Police-SP. The main motto of 

this App is to make Maharashtra 

safe and to boost the relationship 

between the cops and the local 

citizens. DGP Praveen Dixit 

has already instructed a 26-fold 

program to be implemented at 

police station level. 
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SP Rajesh Pradhan is a young 

and dynamic of cer with ef -

ciency to reach to the root cause 

of the problem and come up with 

solutions. All that was required 

was a dedicated team that would  

execute the idea. 

In an interaction Sub Divisional 

Police Of cer, Suhas Bavache 

said, ‘It is the idea, concept and 

design of SP- Thane (Rural) 

who was guided to do so by his  

superiors. I am happy that the SP 

had faith in me and asked me to 

implement his plans. We have 

worked hard on the concept, its 

reach and the mannerism of the 

application and jointly developed 

it with the help of a software rm 

in Mira Road.’

‘The software is downloadable 

and runs on almost all smart 

phones. After it is downloaded 

it creates a short key. Even when 

the software is not open, clicking 

its icon can open the software 

and immediately send an SOS 

message to the control room 

that is linked to the application,’ 

says Iqbal Mahadik, whose rm 

developed the software.

About the software

The software sends instant 

location of the person through 

GPS tracking directly and 

discretely to the police control 

room. As soon as the control room 

receives the message of danger it 

directs the policemen on duty for 

immediate rescue and assistance. 

All this takes only a few seconds. 

Speaking on the effectiveness 

of the application, SP Rajesh 

Pradhan said, ‘It makes the 

police happy to serve the people 

and this is yet another step 

towards serving our people’. At 

present, we have implemented 

the application only in Mira-

Bhayander region but we will 

soon implement it throughout 

Thane rural jurisdiction. 

How it works

 Download and install the app 

(https://play.google.com/

store/apps/details?id+com.

aakarsoft.followme) register 

your details, including your 

identity, contact number (in-

cluding alternate number) 

and email.

 In case of distress, the victim 

(who has registered with the 

app) presses the ‘FIR’ button 

on his/her cellphone. The 

name, phone number and 

location of the victim will 

ash on the monitor installed 

in the control room at the 

Mira Road police station.

 The of cer monitoring the 

app will contact the concerned 

police station - Bhayander 

(west), Navghar, Utan, 

Mira Road, Naya Nagar or 

Kashimira - who would then 

reach the spot.
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 On the press of a ‘help’ button 

the user’s geo location (using 

GPS of mobile device) will 

be sent to the police control 

room,” said Ajaz Khatib, 

director, Empire Etech 

Solutions Pvt. Ltd that has 

designed the app.

 After the button is pressed, the 

user gets a message that his 

SOS has reached the control 

room and help is on its way’, 

said Harsh Sharma, who 

designed the app along with 

Khatib and Iqbal Mahadik. 

The team worked on the 

app for months before it was 

inaugurated by Maharashtra 

chief minister Devendra 

Fadnavis on Thursday.

It’s Launch

The application was launched 

by chief minister, Devendra 

Fadnavis during a public function 

at Dr Kashinath Ghanekar 

Auditorium in Thane. Member of 

Parliament from Bhiwandi- Kapil 

Patil, MLA Sanjay Kelkar from 

Thane, Konkan Commissioner- 

Tanaji Satre, Commissioner of 

police, Thane- Parambir Singh, 

Spl IGP of Konkan Range- 

Prashant Burde, Thane Municipal 

Commissioner- Sanjeev Jaiswal, 

Thane Collector - Dr. Ashwini 

Joshi, SP Raigadh - Mohammed 

Suvez Haq, SP Palghar - Sharda 

Raut, SP Ratnagiri- Sanjay Shinde 

and SP Sindhudurg - D T Shinde, 

praised the application. 

Success

Unlike any other application  this 

application has registered and 

received a tremendous feedback 

from the people. Until now, 

more than 2, 50,000 users have 

already registered, downloaded 

the application and the numbers 

are rising. ‘We had no idea about 

what will be the result of the App 

but are very happy and feeling 

proud as our small steps have led 

to the betterment of society. As of 

now we have restricted the user 

among the country as it had been 

dif cult for us to help and contact 

the oversea users’ said Bavache. 

We have registered 130 cases 

with the help of the application 

and received success in helping 

the users who had trusted 

us and used the application. 

Police is available for the safety 

and betterment of the society, 

common people should express 

their problems to us, he added. 

by Mohit Naik
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In January 2014, police of cers 

monitoring a murder case stum-

bled upon a gangster’s phone  

conversation. He was sorting out a 

family dispute over a multi-crore 

property in the central suburbs.

“If a gangster manages to solve 

a Rs100-crore dispute, he gets a 

minimum 10% of the property 

value. By engaging in such deals 

he does not need to indulge in 

petty crimes,” said a police of cer.

After a bloody decade in the 

‘90s, the fabric of the underworld 

changed. The ruthless and brash 

gangsters who had replaced 

the old dons and their ‘work  

ethics’, toned down their activities. 

Instead of contract killings and  

extortion, they got involved in the 

corporate sector, especially real 

estate.

The new generation of gangsters 

took over the reins in the 1990s 

from the likes of Karim Lala, Haji 

Mastaan and Vardharajan Muda-

liar, who had built their empires 

based on trust and mutual respect.

This marked an end of an era of 

the ‘sophisticated dons’, and the 

beginning of a ruthless and brash 

brand of gangsters who had to be 

cut to size with equal ruthless-

ness. If the Pathan gang was blood 

thirsty, they met their match in 

Dawood Ibrahim, son of a con-

stable. The rst blow was struck 

by the Pathans when Samad Khan 

killed Dawood’s brother Shabbir. 

But Dawood had the last laugh. 

He planned out strikes against 

Samad and Amirzada and killed 

them. Alamzeb was killed in a  

police encounter in Gujarat.

This was the start of the change 

in the underworld. It was also 

the beginning of corporate  

underworld. They would keep 

guns in their drawer and earn 

money through investments, said 

crime branch of cials. Dawood, 

unlike other gangsters, ensured 

that his men were carefully cho-

sen. 

A trait his aide-turned-arch  

rival Chhota Rajan inherited. “The 

men they chose in the ‘80s and 

‘90s showed un inching loyalty, 

and were willing to die for them.  

Especially because these gangsters 

took care of their men and fami-

lies,” said a crime branch of cer. 

But the bloodbath on the streets of 

Mumbai in the 1990s with gangs 

wrestling for control, the rivalry 

between Dawood and Rajan, saw 

the Mumbai police unleash the  

encounter squad.

One by one the sharpshooters 

were chased down and killed. 

The police’s crackdown saw the 

gangsters call for peace, and 

even divide their area of opera-

tion. This, however, didn’t put 

an end to them targeting the rich 

and famous. In 1997, producer 

Gulshan Kumar was killed. Later 

in 1998, six Sena workers were 

killed in ma a attacks, and two 

attempts were made on the life of  

Mumbai’s former mayor Milind 

Vaidya in 1998 and 1999.

From 1995 to 1998, the incidents 

of gang-related violence rose 

four-fold. The state was com-

pelled to enact the stringent  

MCOCA, which helped the  

police decimate the underworld’s  

control to a large extent. The crack-

down saw the gangs spill over 

to Thane and Navi Mumbai, and 

also to the districts of Pune and  

Nashik. It also forced gangsters to 

get into agreements to keep their  

activities alive. A large part of 

the plot was exposed with the ar-

rest of gangster Santosh Shetty in 

2011. He exposed Dawood’s plot 

to cut Chhota Rajan to size.

Police now believes there would 

have been an understanding be-

tween Dawood and Ashwin Naik 

to control the realms of Arun 

Gawli, who has been in prison 

since 2008. “In the underworld, 

there are no permanent friends 

or enemies. They work on the 

belief that an enemy’s enemy is 

a friend,” said a senior police of-

cer, monitoring the underworld.

Except for the strained Dawood–

Chhota Rajan relationship, today 

the underworld thrives on such 

understandings. There are hardly 

any killings and the extortion 

rates have gone down, the police 

said. “Gangsters know that gun  

running and extortion will not 

help them sustain. They have 

trained their guns on the real estate  

market,” said an of cer. 
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April 1, Friday

Balika Vadhu  

actress Pratyusha  

Banerjee, 24, was found 

hanging at her Goregaon  

residence at around 5 pm. She was 

rushed to Kokilaben Ambani hos-

pital in Andheri by her live-in boy-

friend Rahul Raj Singh, where the  

actress was declared brought 

dead. No suicide note was found. 

While Pratyusha’s friends and 

TV actors including Sara Khan, 

Eijaz Khan, Debina Bonnerjee, 

Gurmeet Choudhary, Rakhi 

Sawant, Dolly Bindra etc. were 

seen outside the Hospital, soon  

after the news of Pratyusha’s 

death surfaced, Rahul was  

untraceable.

April 2, Saturday

Pratyusha Banerjee’s parents 

ew down to Mumbai from 

their hometown, Jamshedpur. 

The actress’ body was shifted to  

Siddharth Hospital where the 

postmortem was conducted.  

Rahul was detained by the police 

for interrogation. In his defense, 

he said he didn’t inform the police 

as he was scared. The statements 

of Pratyusha’s parents were also 

recorded. Neighbours and friends 

who personally knew the actress 

expressed disbelief over Pratyu-

sha’s suicide saying she was too 

strong and happy a person to take 

such a drastic step.

Pratyusha’s postmortem report 

revealed ‘suffocation’ as the 

cause of death. Ligature marks 

were found on her neck. After the  

postmortem, Pratyusha’s body 

was handed over to her parents 

and later in the evening, she was 

cremated at Oshiwara Cremato-

rium, Mumbai in full bridal attire. 

Pratyusha’s friends gave a joint 

statement saying that she was 

neither depressed nor facing any 

nancial problems.

Nitesh Poojari

With fresh developments coming in 
every minute, the mystery surrounding 
Pratyusha Banerjee’s sudden departure 
continues to deepen. The fact that her 
friends remember Pratyusha as a happy 
person and that the Balika Vadhu actress 
was planning to get married reportedly 

this month, has further sent shock 
waves through the industry. It’s 

a shocking case that’s taking 
mysterious turns every day. 

Here’s a timeline of what 
all has occurred in the 

rst week since her 
death. 
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April 3, Sunday

Rahul was admitted to Mumbai’s 

Sai Hospital after complaining of 

chest pain and breathing issues. 

“He is suffering from depression 

and chest pain. He was miss-

ing Pratyusha a lot,” his lawyer  

Neeraj Gupta said.

Later in the day, Pratyusha’s  

industry friends including Kamya 

Punjabi, Shashank Vyas, Adaa 

Khan and Vikas Gupta held a 

press conference to reveal shock-

ing details about the late actress’ 

relationship with Rahul. “Rahul 

assaulted Pratyusha in public,” 

said Vikas Gupta. “Pratyusha 

told me Rahul was cheating on 

her,” said Kamya Punjabi. Rahul’s  

father Harshwardhan Singh, on 

the other hand, said that Pratyu-

sha had monetary troubles and 

had taken a loan of Rs 50 lakh for 

her parents.

April 4, Monday

A police team investigating the 

case scrutinized at least three of 

her bank accounts, all of them 

jointly held with Rahul. Rahul 

was questioned for the second day 

by Mumbai Police.

At least 10 friends, colleagues and 

co-stars of Pratyusha Banerjee  

offered to reveal details which 

could help police in the ongoing in-

vestigations. Pratyusha’s family’s 

lawyer Falguni Brahmabhatt said 

that these 10 people know a lot of 

inside details owing to their close-

ness to Pratyusha and are ready 

to share the information with the  

police. While Rahul was still 

in hospital, police said they 

would question him after he is  

discharged.

April 5, Tuesday

Pratyusha’s cousin Surbhi  

Chatterjee claimed that her sister 

had already tied the knot with 

beau Rahul two months ago 

at a temple. On the same day,  

Rahul was booked by the Mumbai  

Police for abetment of the TV actor’s  

suicide on the basis of the FIR led 

by Pratyusha’s mother Soma.

Actor-politician Hema Malini 

came under re for her tweet 

criticizing Pratyusha’s suicide and 

terming it senseless. “The world 

admires a ghter not a loser,” she 

tweeted.

Friends and family held a prayer 

meeting for Pratyusha at a gurd-

wara in Mumbai which was  

attended by her mother, father 

and her close friends. The parents 

spoke to the media for the rst 

time, and revealed several details.

April 6, Wednesday

Rahul’s previous lawyer Neeraj 

Gupta withdrew from the case, 

saying he was “kept in the dark” 

about certain crucial details  

pertaining to the case. Rahul also 

led an anticipatory bail appli-

cation at the Dindoshi sessions 

court in Mumbai. After Rahul’s 

new lawyer Ashok Sarogi moved 

the application, the matter was 

adjourned for the day and was  

posted for hearing on April 7.

April 7, Thursday

Rahul Raj Singh accused of  

abetting suicide of his girl friend  

Pratyusha Banerjee; gets interim 

bail. 

A Mumbai court rejected the  

anticipatory bail plea. It was  

opposed by Falguni Brahmabhatt 

who argued that this could be a 

case of murder, so anticipatory 

bail should not be granted. Justice 

KF Ahmed rejected the bail plea. 

Rahul’s lawyer Ashok Sarogi will 

now appeal in a higher court.

As of now, Justice Bhatkar then 

granted interim relief to Rahul 

till April but till then he will have 

to appear before Bangur Nagar 

police station to appear before 

police every day between 11am 

to 1pm till April 18 for further  

investigation.

The accused’s lawyer Abad Ponda 

said his client is currently in hos-

pital and the copy of FIR has not 

been furnished to them. However, 

police has led a report before the 

court. The court then perused the 

report, in which police alleged 

that Rahul, who was staying with 

Pratyusha at a at in suburban 

Goregaon, used to assault her. 

He used to borrow money from 

her and also withdrew money 

from Pratyusha’s account, which 

is why she committed suicide,  

according to the report. 
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Maharashtra State

Jyoti Pathak 

The 28 th edition of Maharashtra State Police Games 2016 

were held at Pune city. The much awaited event witnessed 

participation from teams all across the state. The games were 

formally inaugurated on Jan07, 2016 at 4pm by Hon. Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra – Devendra Fadnavis. Also present 

at the event were Ram Shinde-Hon.Minister of State – Home 

(Rural), Marketing, Public Health; Ranjeet Patil – Hon. 

Minister of State - Home (Urban), Urban Development, Gen 

Admin, Law & Judiciary, Parliamentary State.

The event was attended in full force by senior of cials with 

families. Additional chief secretary (Home) - Maharashtra, 

K.P. Bakshi; Pravin Dixit- DGP Maharashtra; then police 

commissioner - Pune city – K.K. Pathak also graced the 

occasion. The ceremonial arrival of torch, lighting of sports 

ames and oath by athletes marked the opening of the games. 

Cultural programmes enthralled the spectators, adding to 

the avour of the event.

Police Games

2016
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Policcee GGGGaammeess
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A variety of sports  events both 

in men & women categories like  

football, volleyball, running, 

boxing, kho kho, hockey, 

basket- ball, athletics, wrestling, 

kabbadi and swimming  were 

organized for which the  

competing police personnel 

were vying for honours.

The weeklong sports events 

concluded on Jan 09 with prize 

distribution to the winners. A 

photo feature…. 
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